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Questions, problems, missing parts? Before returning to your retailer, call 
our customer service department at 1-866-762-4050, 8:00 am - 4:30 pm CST, 

Monday through Friday or email service@bluegrassliving.com
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SKU No.: 140289
MODEL No.: HF42181

OUTDOOR GAS FIRE PIT 
OWNER'S OPERATION AND 

INSTALLATION MANUAL



 
 

 
 

 will not be   
held liable for such ricks. By using this unit you are accepting these risks.

 
 

 

The Seller and Manufacturer will not be held liable for any claims, losses, 
injuries or damages resulting from the misuse or handling of this product. 
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1.

2.

3.

Before you assemble or operate this unit, please carefully read this entire manual. Failure to do so may result in a 
fire explosion, injury or death. 
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This unit can be converted to natural gas. Please contact customer service for more information
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s  
t  U.S Department of Transportation or the National Standard of Canada CAN/ CSA-B339, LP Gas tanks, 
spheres and tubes for Transportation of Dangerous Goods and Commission.
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s, contact  

The reference words 

(Glass Rock taped under the table)
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Code

BGF-1702A

BGF-1704A

HF42181

BGF-1709A

BGF-1710A

BGF-1711A

BGF-1712B

BGF-1714A

BGF-1715A

BGF-1701A

BGF-1703A

BGF-1705B

BGF-1707A

BGF-1708B

BGF-1713A

BGF-1722A

Guard

Thermocouple

Groundwire

IgnitionPin

Burner Pan

Fire pit mantel

Glass rocks

Burner

Nozzle

Corrugated pipe

Switching Valve

with gas hose

Control knob

Igniter

ETL warning label

Wing screw 
with nut



.
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E

F

G

Glass rocks

Battery

Fire pit mantel

Long glass

Short glass 

Alu. profile 
with screw

PVC cover

8 kg

1 pc

1 pc

2 pcs

2 pcs

8 sets

1 pc

Code

BGF-1716A

BGF-1717A

BGF-1718B

BGF-1719B

BGF-1720A

BGF-1721B

HF42181



Assembly

1 Assembling the glass
   

  
   

! DANGER

HOT GLASS WILL
CAUSE BURNS.

DO NOT TOUCH GLASS
UNTIL COOLED.

NEVER ALLOW CHILDREN
TO TOUCH GLASS.

2 Inserting the glass
Insert the glass assembly made in step 1 into the ridge on the top of the fire 
table mantel

D E
F

Unscrew all pressembled screws on the glass clamps, Then, assemble one short 
glass panel to one long glass panel. Repeat for the other short glass panel and long 
glass panel. Then, assemble the two glass panel pleces together with the final glass 
clamps as show below.
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glass rocks over the Burner.

glass rock

glass rock

glass rock

17.6
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 if the unit has a door) 
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Problem: Burner will not light using igniter
Please review the Helpful Tips on page 15 for common fixes to this problem.
Possible Cause 1: Electrode and burners are wet.

-Please contact Living source to request the parts.

-Wipe dry with cloth.
Possible Cause 2: Igniter battery is dead or backwards.

-Check that the AA battery is inserted correctly in the igniter (see page 10) or
replace the battery. Make sure the plastic wrap on the battery has been removed.

Possible Cause 3: Igniter    i Pn cracked or broken - sparks a crack.

Possible Cause 1: No Gas Flow

-Check if the LP gas tank is empty. If empty, replace and refill. If the propane tank is not empty,
refer to Problem: Sudden drop in gas flow on the following page.

Possible Cause 2: Coupling nut and regulator not fully connected.

Possible Cause 3: Obstruction of gas flow.

Possible Cause 4: Spider webs or insect nest in the venturi.
- Clean the venturi.

Possible Cause 5: Burner ports clogged or blocked.
-Reference Problem: Irregular flame pattern on the following page.
Clean the burner ports as described there.

Problem: Burner will not light with match

Problem: The fire table emits a lot of black smoke when in use

Possible Cause 1: Hose from gas fire table is pinched.
-Make sure the hose is not pinched between the fire table and
the source of the gas.

Troubleshooting

-Turn the coupling nut about one half to three fourths a turn, until y ou feel a solid stop.
Do not use tools, tighten by hand only. 

Venturi

- Check for bent or kinked hose.

Possible Cause 4: Residue on Igniter Pin.
-Check for residue on the igniter pin or Thermocouple.
If dirty,thoroughly clean the area.
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Problem: Sudden drop in gas flow, or a reduced flame height 
Possible Cause 1: Out of Gas.

-Check for gas in the LP gas tank.

Possible Cause 2: Excess flow safety device may have been activated.

-Turn control knob to OFF, wait 30 seconds and light outdoor fire table.
if flames are still too low, reset the excessive flow safety device by turning off the control knob and LP
gas tank valve. Disconnect regulator. Turn burner control knob to HIGH. Wait at least 5 minutes.
Turn burner control knob off. Reconnect regulator and perform a leak check at tank connection. Turn
LP gas tank valve on slowly, wait 30 seconds and then light outdoor fire table.

Problem: Irregular flame pattern, flame does not run the full length of the burner
Possible Cause: Burner ports are clogged or blocked.

-Clean burner ports. Do this by inserting a paperclip into
each of the burner ports to ensure they are not clogged.
WARNING: Make sure burner is not on, and has had
sufficient time to cool before touching it.

Problem: Flame blow out
Possible Cause 1: High or gusting winds.

-Increase flame to HIGH setting.

Possible Cause 2: Low on LP gas.

-Replace or refill LP gas tank.

Possible Cause 3: Excess flow valve tripped.

-Refer to Problem: Sudden drop in gas flow

Problem: Flame seems to lose heat when burning in cold weather - 
temperature below 50°F

Possible Cause 1: Ice has built up on the outside of the LP gas tank because the  
vaporization process is too low.

-Turn the control knob and the LP gas tank to OFF. Replace with a spare LP gas tank and
resume burning. Store the spare LP gas tank in a well ventilated area, away from children.

Possible Cause 2: Flame is being obstructed at burner ports.

Possible Cause 3: Mixing chamber of the burn tube is blocked or obstructed.

-Make sure that the gas ports on the burner are free of any lava
rocks/fire glass so that the flame can flow naturally.

-Clear out the mixing chamber located before the Venturi.
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WARRANTY

KEEP THIS WARRANTY

Model  _______________________________
Serial No.  ____________________________
Date Purchased  _______________________

REGISTER YOUR PRODUCT AT WWW.BLUEGRASSLIVING.COM
BLUEGRASS LIVING LIMITED WARRANTIES

New Products
Standard Warranty: Bluegrass Living warrants this new product and any parts thereof to be free from 

authorized dealer provided the product has been installed, maintained and operated in accordance with 
Bluegrass Living’s warnings and instructions.
For products purchased for commercial, industrial or rental usage, this warranty is limited to 90 days from 

Factory Reconditioned Products
Limited Warranty: Bluegrass Living warrants factory reconditioned products and any parts thereof to be free 

dealer provided the product has been installed, maintained and operated in accordance with Bluegrass Living’s 
warnings and instructions. No return will be authorized. Parts will be provided to repair the product.

Terms Common to All Warranties
The following terms apply to all of the above warranties:
Always specify model number and serial number when contacting the manufacturer. To make a claim under 
this warranty, the bill of sale or other proof of purchase must be presented.
This warranty is extended only to the original retail purchaser when purchased from an authorized dealer, 

with this product.
This warranty covers the cost of part(s) required to restore this product to proper operating condition and 
an allowance for labor when provided by a Bluegrass Living Authorized Service Center or a provider ap-
proved by Bluegrass Living. Warranty parts must be obtained through authorized dealers of this product 
and/or Bluegrass Living who will provide original factory replacement parts. Failure to use original factory 
replacement parts will void this warranty.
Traveling, handling, transportation, diagnostic, material, labor and incidental costs associated with warranty 
repairs, unless expressly covered by this warranty, are not reimbursable under this warranty and are the 
responsibility of the owner.
Excluded from this warranty are products or parts that fail or become damaged due to misuse, accidents, 
improper installation, lack of proper maintenance, tampering or alteration(s).
This is Bluegrass Living’s exclusive warranty, and to the full extent allowed by law; this express warranty 
excludes any and all other warranties, express or implied, written or verbal and limits the duration of any 

Bluegrass Living makes no other warranties regarding this product.
Bluegrass Living’s liability is limited to the purchase price of the product and Bluegrass Living shall not be 
liable for any other damages whatsoever under any circumstances including direct, indirect, incidental, or 
consequential damages.
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclusion or limitation of 
incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

Bluegrass Living, Inc.

Bowling Green, KY 42101
1-866-762-4050
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